In order to meet the stringent regulatory norms of NO x and CO emitted by automobiles, reduction of these pollutants has become an intense field of research. Various catalysts like Pt, Rh, Ir, Cu, and Fe have been found to possess high activity for the reduction of NO. However, the available detailed surface reaction mechanisms are not satisfactory in clarifying all the aspects of the simultaneous reduction of NO and oxidation of CO.
Introduction
Emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO x ) are of great concern because of their impacts on the environment, including acid rain and photochemical smog formation. Selective catalytic reduction using hydrocarbons (HC-SCR) is found to be effective for NO x control [1] [2] [3] . The reactions between CO and NO are important in HC-SCR and CO is found to be a good reducing agent for NO x [4] [5] [6] [7] . The use of CO as a reducing agent has advantages for practical application because of its presence in significant amounts in automobile exhausts. CO is a poisonous gas that displaces O 2 from the blood and can exacerbate heart problems and there are strict government regulations for CO emissions. Considering all these facts, we focus our attention here on the NO-CO reaction, wherein CO is oxidized to CO 2 and NO is reduced to N 2 , thus leading to the control of two of the important automotive pollutants. Use of Pt group catalysts is promising for NO x reduction because of high hydrothermal stability, low light off temperatures and high durability in the presence of SO 2 [8, 9] . Several surface reaction mechanisms (for Pt and Rh catalysts) are proposed in the literature for the reduction of NO by CO [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, a reliable, quantitative reaction mechanism capable of capturing experimentally observed features is not available. Elementary reaction mechanisms are proposed here for the NO-CO and the NO-CO-O 2 reactions on Pt group catalysts. The reaction mechanisms are coupled with the continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) or the packed bed reactor (PBR) models, and the simulation results are validated using literature experimental results on Pt and Ir catalysts.
Elementary reaction mechanism and reactor model
There is some controversy in the literature regarding the surface reaction mechanism for the catalytic reduction of NO. Silva and Schmal [14] show that the -NCO species is an important intermediate in the NO reduction by CO while Granger et al. [6] suggest that the formation of N 2 directly from NO dissociation might be the important step for NO reduction. The literature experimental results show that N 2 O is formed as an undesired product during the NO-CO reaction on Pt group catalysts [4] . Some articles indicate that N 2 O is an intermediate in the formation of N 2 [5, 6] . However, the formation of N 2 O is not considered in many of the quantitative detailed surface reaction mechanisms proposed in literature (Oh et al. [15] on Rh (1 1 1) and Rh/Al 2 O 3 catalysts, Makeeva and Kevrekidis [16] on Pt (1 0 0), Sarkar and Khanra [17] on Pt-Rh and Pd-Rh, and so on). Considering all of the facts in literature, we propose here a surface reaction mechanism based on NO dissociation, for Pt group catalysts. The formation of N 2 directly from the combination of NO * and N * is proposed in a few articles [15, [18] [19] [20] , i.e., the reaction NO * + N * ! N 2 * + O * + * . However, this reaction is not considered in our reaction mechanism, based on the experimental observations of Belton et al. [21] .
The elementary reaction steps considered here are listed in (1 1 1) is calculated using the unity bond index-quadratic exponential potential (UBI-QEP) method [22] . The pre-exponential factors are maintained at the order of magnitude estimates according to transition state theory, as in earlier literature [23] . The sticking coefficients for NO adsorption and O 2 adsorption over Ir catalyst are not known precisely. But a value between 0.5 and 0.7 is recommended for NO adsorption [24, 25] and 0.03 for O 2 adsorption [23] , over Rh and Pt catalysts. Considering this, the sticking coefficients for NO adsorption and O 2 adsorption are assumed to be 0.6 and 0.03, respectively, on both catalysts. The values of 0.92 on Ir [26] and 0.89 on Pt [23] are considered for the CO adsorption sticking coefficient. The activation energies and pre-exponential factors/sticking coefficients are also shown in Table 1 , alongside the elementary reactions. Except in case of the CO adsorption step (where the sticking coefficients are slightly different for Pt and Ir), the only difference between Pt and Ir comes from the value of the activation energies, in our work.
The surface intermediates (adsorbed species) are assumed to be in steady state, which implies that their rate of formation is equal to their rate of disappearance. The conservation of surface sites demands that the summation of all the fractional surface coverages be one. Thus we have a simple model for the surface species consisting of a set of non-linear algebraic equations. The mass balances for the gas phase species are written using two simple reactor-scale models, namely the one-dimensional packed bed reactor (PBR) and the zero-dimensional continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) models as Eqs. (3a) and (3b), respectively. In both cases, the reactor is assumed to be isothermal and the dependence of reactor outlet concentrations on temperature is obtained by the simultaneous solution of these equations:
Mass balance for surface intermediates:
Site conservation:
Mass balance for gas species Greek letters u k fractional coverage of surface species k n ij stoichiometric coefficient of species i in surface reaction j n kj stoichiometric coefficient of species k in surface reaction j Table 1 Proposed elementary reaction mechanism with detailed kinetic data on Pt (1 1 1) and Ir ( 1 1 1 1 1) , respectively. D = 7.6 mm [5] ) of the experimental reactor beds is small. Therefore the assumptions of radial concentration uniformity and variation of concentration only in the axial direction, which are inherent in the PBR model, may be questionable. The CSTR is of course a much simpler model that ignores the spatial variation in concentration entirely, but may nevertheless be reasonable for such small catalyst beds with low values of L/D. Finally, a two-dimensional reactor model (including both axial and radial variations in concentrations and temperature) may be suggested by our results but is not attempted here as our focus is on the reaction mechanism, while keeping the reactor geometry simple.
PBR/CSTR model
For the packed bed reactor (PBR), the equations for the mass balance of gas phase species (Eq. (3a)) are ordinary differential equations (ODEs). These equations are coupled with six algebraic equations for the surface species (from Eqs. (1) and (2)). The system of equations is solved using MATLAB in order to obtain the outlet concentrations of various species as a function of reactor temperature, on a Pt (1 1 1) catalyst. Simulation results are compared with the experiments carried out by Chambers et al. [4] for the NO-CO reaction on a Pt/SiO 2 catalyst which is briefly described below.
Chambers et al. [4] carried out experiments on a Pt based catalyst for NO x reduction using carbon monoxide as the reducing agent. The feed used in the experiments contained 3000 ppm NO and 3400 ppm CO. The catalytic surface area of Pt/SiO 2 is 47 Â 10 4 m 2 /m 3 and surface site density is assumed to be 1.25 Â 10 19 m À2 . It was found that at lower temperatures (<250 8C), there is no reduction of NO. NO conversion starts at 250 8C and reaches 100% at 400 8C. At lower temperatures, selectivity to N 2 O was found to be higher than to N 2 and a peak was observed at 330 8C for N 2 O concentration. At temperatures >330 8C, N 2 selectivity was found to increase sharply with an increase in reactor temperature. The concentration of CO was found to decrease with an increase in temperature and remain constant at high temperatures.
The concentration profiles with respect to reactor temperature are shown in Fig. 1(a) , with the experimental results [4] in symbols and our simulations results using the PBR model, in lines. Good qualitative agreement is found between the simulations and the experiments. The behavior of NO reduction is found to be the same in experiments and simulations, but the temperature range where various phenomena occur is not identical with experimental data.
For the CSTR model, the mass balance of gas species (Eq. (3b)) yields non-linear algebraic equations. The set of nonlinear algebraic equations obtained from Eqs. (1)-(3) are solved using MATLAB. These CSTR simulation results along with the experimental results [4] are shown in Fig. 1(b) . Excellent match between the experiments and our simulations is observed. All the experimental features, including the temperature at which the conversion of NO begins, and the temperature at which N 2 O concentration reaches a maximum, are quantitatively captured. Such a quantitative match between experimental results and simulations for this system is reported here for the first time. We believe that despite the simplicity, the CSTR model captures the reality better than the packed bed reactor model for these experiments, because of the low L/D ratio of the experimental reactor as discussed earlier. The detailed analysis of the NO-CO system on Pt catalyst using the CSTR model is given elsewhere [27] . The available articles in the literature [5, 6, 12] on models for the NO-CO reaction are based on global reaction kinetics considering rate limiting step(s), and involve extensive parameter fitting. We propose here a microkinetic model involving no rate limiting step assumptions or parameter fitting, and obtain good quantitative match with literature experimental data over the full range of measured temperatures.
Thus the proposed reactor-scale model, in particular the elementary reactions mechanism on Pt, is able to capture the fundamental chemistry of the NO-CO reaction. The experimental profile of NO conversion is predicted well by both the CSTR and the PBR models. Both the models are able to capture the temperature at which the peak in N 2 O concentration is observed in experiments. The CSTR model however is able to predict the concentrations at higher temperatures better than the PBR one. Fig. 1 . Effect of temperature on the outlet concentration of gas-phase species for the NO-CO reaction on a Pt catalyst (symbols correspond to experimental data [4] on Pt/SiO 2 and lines are our simulations using (a) PBR and (b) CSTR models on Pt (1 1 1) ).
NO-CO reactions under lean burn condition on Ir catalyst
Ir is found to be an effective catalyst with higher N 2 selectivity than Pt, Rh and Pd for the NO-CO reaction under lean burn conditions and is cheaper than Pt and Rh [28] [29] [30] [31] . Therefore we mainly concentrate our attention on Ir rather than Pt for our analysis of NO reduction under lean burn conditions. Since the CSTR model shows good quantitative agreement with experimental results on Pt for the NO-CO reaction as shown above, simulations are performed with the same model (except that the activation energies of the reactions have different values as indicated in Table 1 ) on an Ir catalyst.
The simulation results obtained for the NO-CO reaction on Ir (1 1 1) for different inlet O 2 concentrations are shown in Fig. 2 . In the absence of O 2 , NO is almost completely converted at temperatures >400 8C with a high selectivity to N 2 . The catalyst surface is mainly occupied by N * and CO * and the coverage of O * is found to be negligible ( Fig. 3(a) ) which indicates that the catalyst is in a reduced state, leading to 100% NO conversion at high temperatures.
When O 2 is present in the feed, as the reactor temperature is increased, NO conversion first increases to reach a maximum value, after which it decreases. Thus, the effect of oxygen is that the maximum possible NO conversion is less than 100% even at high temperatures. The maximum NO conversion also decreases with increasing oxygen concentration. Above the peak temperature, NO reduction is found to be seriously depressed with an increase in the feed oxygen concentration. Fig. 2(b) shows the effect of oxygen concentration on the conversion of CO during NO reduction. In the absence of oxygen, NO is the only oxidant for the oxidation of CO, and therefore the conversion of CO is low (<14%) even when the NO conversion is 100%, since CO is present in excess. Addition of O 2 in the feed increases the overall CO conversion considerably, with the CO being oxidized by both NO and O 2 . The simulation results are compared with the experimental results of Ogura et al. [31] as shown in Fig. 2 . A feed condition of 1000 ppm NO + 7500 ppm CO + 1% O 2 and catalytic surface area 9.4 Â 10 4 m 2 /m 3 are used in our simulations, in line with the experiments. NO conversion begins at $300 8C in the experiment for the three different supported (Ir/SiO 2 , Ir/ Al 2 O 3 and Ir/silicalite) catalysts and the same is observed in our simulations for Ir (1 1 1) . The NO conversion increases with temperature and reaches a maximum value, after which the NO conversion starts to decrease with a further increase in temperature. The peaks for NO conversion for Ir/SiO 2 , Ir/ Al 2 O 3 and Ir/silicalite catalysts are observed at 400, 365 and 375 8C, respectively. In our simulations, the peak is observed at a temperature of 385 8C. Considering that the support effect is not incorporated in our simulations the results obtained are in good qualitative agreement with experiments.
It is important to note here that our simulation results match with experimental data without fitting any parameters. Furthermore, the activation energy values reported in Table 1 are calculated for the (1 1 1) surface of Pt and Ir whereas the experiments are for supported catalysts. Finally, the reactor model chosen here is a simple, isothermal CSTR. The ability to predict the experimentally observed phenomena is therefore very encouraging. We believe that this indicates that the important processes in the NO-CO reaction are quantitatively captured in the proposed surface reaction mechanism.
The typical volcano-type profile for NO conversion observed under lean-burn conditions is clearly due to the adsorption of O 2 on the catalyst. At lower temperatures when the catalyst is in a reduced state (negligible O * ), the NO conversion increases with an increase in reactor temperature. However, after a certain temperature, the O * coverage on the surface becomes high, making the catalyst less effective for the reduction of NO. The NO conversion decreases as the O * coverage further increases with an increase in the temperature. This shows that the presence of O 2 inhibits the catalyst activity for NO reduction at higher temperature, due to blocking of catalyst sites by O * . In Fig. 3 , the surface coverages obtained in our simulations are plotted versus the reactor temperature. Fig. 3(a) is for an NO-CO feed while Fig. 3(b) shows results for a NO-CO-O 2 feed. On comparison, it is clear that the presence of O 2 depresses the ability of the Ir catalyst to adsorb CO at higher temperatures, due to the competitive adsorption of oxygen on the surface. The surface is thus no more a 'reducing' one, which reflects in the fact that the NO conversion is low. At lower temperatures, NO can still competitively adsorb even in the presence of oxygen, and thus there is virtually no difference in either the surface coverages in Fig. 3 or in the conversions seen in Fig. 2 , with and without oxygen in the feed.
Sensitivity analysis
To determine the important elementary reactions in the NO-CO-O 2 mechanism, sensitivity analysis is performed by changing the rate constant of each reaction by AE10%, for a feed of 1000 ppm NO, 7500 ppm CO, and 1% O 2 , corresponding to the data in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows the NSC (normalized sensitivity coefficient) for NO conversion at three temperatures, a low temperature (350 8C), the peak temperature (385 8C, where NO conversion is a maximum, see Fig. 2 ) and a high temperature (450 8C). The first and second bar for each reaction indicates the NSC for À10% and +10% changes in rate constant respectively. NSC is defined as
where X NO indicates NO conversion for AE10% change in rate constant, X 0 NO indicates NO conversion for the rate constant value as noted in Table 1 .
Small values of NSC indicate that the relevant reaction has almost no influence on the NO conversion. The rate constants for the reactions involving formation of N 2 and the combination of N * and NO * are important at low temperatures, where the conversion of reactants is also low. As the temperature is increased, the O 2 adsorption reaction gains importance. The NO conversion is insensitive to O 2 adsorption at low temperatures. At the peak temperature, and beyond, the O 2 adsorption reaction becomes important in determining NO conversion. Thus for a 10% decrease in the rate constant of O 2 adsorption, a 4% increase in NO conversion is observed at 385 8C, and a 10% increase in NO conversion at 450 8C. This result is also consistent with the surface coverage data indicated in Fig. 3 , which shows that the coverage of O * increases as the temperature increases.
Conclusions
Detailed elementary reaction mechanisms have been developed for the NO-CO reaction on Pt and Ir catalysts, incorporating the effect of oxygen in the feed. The reaction mechanism is relevant for the catalytic reduction of NO by CO in lean-burn automotive engine applications. The simple, isothermal CSTR model incorporating the proposed detailed reaction mechanism is able to capture the experimental results better than the PBR model. The agreement between the simulations and experiments for the NO-CO and NO-CO-O 2 reactions on Pt and Ir catalysts validates the proposed surface reaction mechanism. In the absence of O 2 , the catalyst is in a reduced state and complete conversion of NO is possible on both Pt and Ir catalysts, at higher temperatures. The presence of O 2 adversely affects NO reduction. The NO conversion shows a non-monotonic variation with temperature, with the decrease in conversion at higher temperatures attributable to the blocking of the catalyst sites by adsorbed oxygen. Sensitivity analysis indicates that the adsorption of O 2 is the most important reaction in the mechanism, for determining NO conversion at higher temperatures on Ir catalyst.
